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Accidents/incidents
Non-compliance fines

“myComply has made my day-to-day job easier; everything from
confirming who’s onsite on a daily basis, to bank reporting
requirements, to collection of demographic requirements for various
groups we’re in such as NYCA (New York Construction Alliance)….
We can just print out a log and submit to the appropriate authority.”
- Steve D’Amaro, Assistant Project Manager,
Ryder Construction
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Background
Ryder Construction is a prominent Construction
Management, General Contracting, and Consulting
Services firm in the Tri-State area. Throughout their
40-year history, they have become a trusted
contractor for new construction projects, as well as the
restoration of landmark buildings. New construction
specialties span everything from retail installations,
showrooms, and theatres to educational institutions
and luxury urban development.

Major projects, past and present, include: American
Airlines Theatre, Laura Pels Theatre, Manhattan School
of Music, Duke 42, 221 West 77th Street, 560 West
24th Street, 1711 1st Avenue, 540 6th Avenue, and 39
W 23rd Street
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Safety Culture
Goal: The total elimination of accidents from operations,
allowing each employee to return home safely to his or her
family.
Strategy: Project specific and subcontractor specific site
safety manuals, daily safety meetings, qualified site
supervisory staff, firmly enforcing necessary worker and
subcontractor training for work functions and leveraging
best-in-class site safety technologies.
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Problem

Solution

1.

Site Security

1.

myComply Access Control

2.

Data for Stakeholders

2.

myComply Projects Pro

3.

Fine Prevention

Ryder Construction was struggling to secure jobsites in
busy metro locations, collect demographic information for
contract requirements, while also mitigating the risk of
non-compliance-related fines on their projects. Ryder
determined that the myComply platform would be the best
solution for their needs.
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1. Access Control
Without myComply:
Many entry/exit points existed on jobsites, and it was difficult for Ryder to keep track of
what/when subtrades and workers were onsite. This put a lot of strain on site security
workers and made it difficult to ensure all workers were certified to be onsite.
With myComply:
All entry/exit points are now secured with turnstiles, and myComply integrated Smart
Bricks. All workers are then issued Smart Badges by the security guard onsite, which
permit them access the site so long as all requirements are met, and certifications are
up to date. Project Managers (PMs) and the site Superintendent can then easily track
all worker movements from the myComply dashboard.

“

“On this particular job, we have over 50 contractors, so on any given day we have 40-80 people on the site. Tracking
every certification at orientation is easy… but tracking when they expire can be a very…daunting task, at times. With
myComply, both systems are just automated. When someone’s certificate or license expires, they’re just not allowed onto
the site.“

- Steve D’Amaro, Assistant Project Manager,,
Ryder Construction
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2. Projects Pro
Without myComply:
Like many major contractors, Ryder construction is accountable to several different
stakeholder groups. Prior to implementing myComply, Ryder found it difficult to prove
subtrade bills to the bank, and to accurately report key demographic requirements for
participation in various groups, such as the Minority & Women's Business Development
Coalition.
With myComply:
A variety of worker demographic factors, such as: job title, ethnicity, sex, and zip code are
all logged within the myComply platform. myComply also tracks all subtrade and worker
movements in and out of project sites, through Smart Brick enabled turnstiles. Ryder can
now pull reports, on-command, to demonstrate subtrade hours, site demographics, and
more.

“What’s great about myComply is that we’re able to use it to print out the reports to hand out at our monthly requisition
meetings. The bank wants to see a copy of all of the data logs, who has been onsite, and what trades are onsite to
confirm against various billing line items, if needed.”

- Steve D’Amaro, Assistant Project Manager,
Ryder Construction
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2. Projects Pro
John Doe

Without myComply:
Tracking the certifications of every worker on a project site at the time of orientation is
easy. However, tracking when certifications expire across dozens (if not hundreds) of
workers on a project is nearly impossible, leaving companies like Ryder susceptible to noncompliance fines.
With myComply:
30

All worker certifications are mandated and stored in a central database. These
certifications are then linked to the same Smart Badges that permit site access. If a worker
has an expired certification, they will not be permitted site access.

“Prior to implementing myComply, we did receive some fines, just because, again, it is difficult to know, when you have 80
people onsite, who has the correct certifications. So, myComply is extremely helpful in tracking every certification to make
sure that when the DOB stops by… we don’t have any concerns about valid certifications.”
- Steve D’Amaro, Assistant Project Manager,
Ryder Construction
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Why myComply?
Why choose myComply over competing solutions? According to Steve D’Amaro,
Assistant Project Manager at Ryder Construction, it was a four-piece puzzle.

1. Price Point
“We felt that, based on price-point and usability, myComply was
the way to go.”

2. User Friendliness
“What’s great about myComply is the app is incredibly user friendly.
I haven’t seen anyone pick up the app who hasn’t been able to use it.”

3. Speed-to-Production
“From the time the [Smart Bricks] were onsite, to the time we started
entering people, was definitely no more than two weeks.”

4. Worker Adoption
“I would say that all of the trades have adjusted really well to my
Comply. We have really great usage of the system onsite, which we
haven’t seen previously with other competitors of myComply.”
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myComply is the leading solution for general
contractors and construction managers looking
to secure their jobsites, ensure compliance,
and unlock deep project data. If you want to
reduce the risk of an incident on your sites and
eliminate the risk of compliance-related fines,
then book a demo or requisition your
myComply Starter Kit today.

Book a Demo
“We started with one jobsite with myComply, went on to our second,
and as we add new jobsites this fall, we’re looking forward to
continuing to work with myComply.”
- Steve D’Amaro, Assistant Project Manager,
Ryder Construction

or

Get a Starter Kit

Video Interview

How does Ryder Construction use myComply on their projects? Listen to Steve
D’Amaro, Assistant Project Manager, talk about how myComply is used day-to-day.
CLICK TO PLAY VIDEO

